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Bye, Bye Birdie

T

he lure of the trail on your
favorite mount is the reason
many people get a horse in
the first place. I am totally there. For
me, one of the most satisfying times
in the saddle is heading out on a great
horse, and getting a dose of nature.
Yet for many riders, the dream and the
reality are disappointingly different.
Contradictions abound: I can’t count
the number of times I have had a new
riding student say to me that they don’t
need many lessons because all they
want to do is trail ride, as opposed to
Ray Hunt saying he wanted a Grand
Prix level horse as his trail horse, unlike
many Grand Prix level riders who won’t
ride on the trail.
Those riders who believe that it
only takes a few basic lessons for success
on the trail maybe believe that the
horse will happily pack them along in
the hinterland because it just comes
naturally. After all, horses have been
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hacking about in nature on their own
for many centuries. But there are also
many “experienced” riders who exhibit
some trail ride avoidance behavior. It
is pretty safe to say that the beginners
quickly change their views and join the
latter group.
Trail riding actually requires a very
high level of horsemanship when fun
and safety are the desired outcomes.
First of all, wild horses were not
out there by themselves, they were
in social groups that had the most
capable horse as their leader making
all of the decisions. This is why so
many riders “get by” out on the trail
when riding in a group. Their horse
is actually keying off the other horses,
not their rider. This can work pretty
well as long as there is a very capable
horse and rider duo in “the herd.”
However, if that lead duo should run
into problems, the anxiety can quickly
infect the whole group. Secondly, there

Leslie’s Espejo Project videos can be found at
www.arabianhorseworld.com.
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are many variables on the trail that the
rider cannot control, many of which
wild horses are unlikely to have to
contend with. Thirdly, riders tend to
ride differently “out” than they do in
the arena. They carry a false view that
they have more security in the confines
of the arena, and so ride differently
outside, conveying their insecurity to
their horse when on the trail. Finally,
the reality is that problems such as
holding the horse, and not having the
horse’s attention, exist in the arena as
well. The higher degree of difficulty out
on the trail just brings out the holes in a
more profound way.
I vote with Ray. The well-educated
horse that looks to me (his rider) for the
answers to problems, and then follows
through with my decisions, is the
ultimate ride for safety and satisfaction.
Let’s revisit the Birdie Theory (February
2012 issue of AHW, “Where’s Your
Birdie?”) where the primary tenet is, the
greater the distance between the birdie
(i.e., his attention) and the horse, the
higher the anxiety. The two situations
encountered on the trail that cause
problems for the horse and rider are: all
of the distractions (potential predator
hideouts) and separation anxiety (lack
of leadership). Both suck the birdie off
to check out the distraction or head
back to where they know they are safe.
This is where riders can start to get

nervous. The rider’s response at this
moment makes or breaks the whole
deal. The typical response is to “hold”
the horse, but this makes the already
anxious horse feel trapped and therefore
more anxious. As the horse’s physical
and emotional response escalates, the
rider experiences the same. A negative
feedback loop has just been set up.
One way that many riders avoid this
situation is to ride only young horses
out on the trail with another horse. As
was already noted, this can work, but it
has a big downside, since this tactic will
never lead to a horse keying off its rider.
Riding the horse’s birdie can lead
to amazingly quiet and fun rides. The
birdie is going to flit about checking
out the scene. Any time I lose a horse’s
attention, I ask it to do something.
I keep asking until I get a response
automatically and quietly. At the
moment that the horse is quiet, the
birdie has returned. Because I have been
riding Espejo in this fashion all along,
as soon as I ask he usually comes right
back to me, at that moment I take the
pressure off. Once again he finds that
when his attention is on me there is no
pressure, this is the safe place to be. The
photos show a distraction that is a big
birdie getter.
Another name for separation
anxiety is barn sour. The birdie doesn’t
want to leave the barn and fellow horses

(1)

To simulate what might happen
on a trail ride this session was set
up in the arena so that it could be
photographed. There is a similar
situation on the accompanying video.
(1) Here is the problem of the day,
made more interesting by a 15 mph
(2)
wind. Riders doing this work need a
secure independent seat, meaning no
braces and no need to hold the horse
in the mouth. The horse may make sudden moves and you want to let him move
and then redirect. Never punish, he is just trying to do everything within his power
to get through the day in one piece.
(2) Sending the Birdie out on recon.
(3) With the Birdie out investigating this strange “creature,” with no plans of
returning, it is time to put Espejo’s body to work. While he is still in a highly reactive
state, I am careful to only turn him toward the tarp. He won’t run at what he is so
concerned about. I will work him on a turn to the left. Since he doesn’t want to
move closer to the tarp, it will be his idea to make a nice snappy turn over his
hocks. Good boy, nice job.

(3)
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because it knows it is safe there. For
horses that don’t want to leave, the
answer is to make it busy at the barn.
My response is, “You can keep going
back to the barn, you just can’t stop
moving your feet.” When the horse
offers to head out, I take the pressure
off. With good timing, and lack of
attitude on the rider’s part, the horse
will get more and more interested in
leaving home. In the accompanying
video, you can see that Espejo is very
happy to head out because he views me
as the leader. He is interested in going
because, quite frankly, it is boring in
the pen.
On the first few trail rides it is
almost guaranteed that as we start to
head home, the birdie is inclined to
flutter back to the barn because we are
aimed in that direction. Once again,
holding will ramp up the excitement
level. When the colt starts to get
“rushy,” my response is to welcome the
desire to “go” and start work on trot
circles. In the process, the birdie comes
back because we are now heading in the
other direction again. The colt begins
to see the pattern — “Every time I let
my birdie fly off I find myself heading
in the other direction.” The colt doesn’t
get punished or held. It becomes his
idea to control his birdie and go on the
ride with you, his faithful leader.
Asking “where is my horse’s
birdie, and where do I need it to be?”’
produces creative problem solving.
Creative problem solving will lead to
wonderful and safe days in the saddle
with your horse whether in a group or
alone. Happy trails to all.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(4) Espejo is still not too keen on going past the tarp, so I continue to work
on getting him more responsive to me in the area where he is most comfortable
(any place, but near the blue beast!). In this case I am asking him to disengage his
hindquarters, to help him see that being pushy is not gaining him anything. But I
want it to be his idea to try going past the tarp.
(5) As he is passing the tarp I keep the pressure minimal. I want the scary spot
to be the most attractive place to be. I am directing him straight ahead. This way
he knows that the tarp is not the job. It also lets him know that I don’t think it is
worth bothering with. If he needs to rush through, that is fine; he will just rush into
more work.
(6) Tarp, what tarp? Total elapsed time from highly reactive to walking by the
tarp quietly — 8 minutes. Seeing the horse through situations like this helps him to
gain more and more confidence in his rider.
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